A hybridisation of a clustering-based technique and of a Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS) is designed to solve large-scale p-median problems. The approach is based on a multi-stage methodology where learning from previous stages is taken into account when tackling the next stage. Each stage is made up of several subproblems that are solved by a fast procedure to produce good feasible solutions. Within each stage, the solutions returned are put together to make up a new promising subset of potential facilities. This augmented p-median problem is then solved by VNS. As these problems used aggregation, a cost evaluation based on based solution. The one yielding the least cost is then selected and its chosen facilities included into the next stages. This multi-stage process is repeated several times until a certain criterion is met. This approach is enhanced by an efficient way to aggregate the data and a neighbourhood reduction scheme when allocating demand points to their nearest facilities. The proposed approach is tested, using various values of p, on the largest data sets from the literature with up to 89,600 demand points with encouraging results.
Introduction
The objective of the p-median problem, which is also known as the minisum problem, is to find the location of p facilities among n discrete potential sites in such a way to minimise the sum of the distances between customers and their associated facilities. In certain circumstances, p-median problems may consist of a large number of demand points. These problems arise, for example, in urban or regional areas where the demand points are individual private residences. Francis et al. [7] stated that it may be sometimes impossible and time consuming to solve optimally the location problems involving a large number of demand points. It is quite common to aggregate demand points when solving large scale location problems. The idea behind the aggregation is to reduce the number of demand points to be small enough that an optimiser can be used.
In this case, the original location problem is partitioned into smaller problems which can be solved within a reasonable amount of computing time. However, this aggregation may introduce errors in the data used by location models and models output. In the next section, we review those researchers that have studied the effects of aggregation on the solution of location problems.
The p-median problem is originally formulated by ReVelle and Swain [16] as follows: The objective function is to minimise the total demand-weighted distance. Constraint (2) ensures that each customer i is assigned to one facility only. Constraint (3) guarantees that the number of facilities to be located is equal to p facilities. Constraint (4) states that the demand at customer i can only be allocated to a facility j (Y ij = 1) only if a facility is opened at site j (X j = 1).
In this paper, we establish a method that dynamically solves the large scale p-median problems tested in the literature using a multistage approach. This is based on aggregating demand points and using a powerful meta-heuristic such as Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS). The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a brief review of the related literature. The proposed methodology is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the computational results are given. Our conclusion is summarised with a highlight of some suggestions in the last section.
Literature Review
This section provides an overview of aggregation techniques for large scale p-median problems, see Francis et al. [7] for an excellent review on this topic. The authors described aggregation error measurements and surveyed some of the principal papers about aggregation errors. They also classified the review into two main categories, namely median problems and centre/covering problems. Table 1 describes our notation in location models which are focused on an aggregation approach, with BSU and ASU being short for Basic Spatial Unit and Aggregate Spatial Unit respectively.
Aggregation error was first formally defined by Hillsman and Rhoda [11] where three types of aggregation errors, namely source A, B, and C errors are proposed. These errors are also usually used in many papers to measure the aggregation scheme performance.
Source A error appears when the distance between an ASU and a facility is used to solve a facility location problem, instead of the true average distance between a BSU and a facility. Source B error occurs when a facility is located at an ASU whereas source C error happens when a BSU is assigned to the wrong facility. 
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objective function evaluated using F based on the original problem objective function evaluated using F' based on the original problem objective function evaluated using F' based on the aggregated problem A method for eliminating source A and source B errors is introduced by Current and Schilling [3] . The method emphasized the way to measure the weighted travel distances in the p-median problem. To eliminate source A errors, a distance between the k th ASU and the j th facility is set as
with N k being the set of aggregated BSUs in the k th ASU. The former equation measures the true weighted travel distance to the potential facility from all BSUs. This measurement method can also eliminate source B errors. Note that this method cannot eliminate source C errors.
Casillas [2] showed that the A, B, and C errors cause two types of errors, namely the cost error )) :
and the optimality error
. It is found that the optimality error was small for small p, but increased when the values of p and m were large. Hodgson and Neuman [13] introduced a Geographical Information System (GIS) method for eliminating source C error. The method spatially disaggregates ) using Voronoi polygon. A median row-column aggregation method was given by Francis et al. [6] to find an aggregation which gives a small error bound. Hodgson et al. [14] studied the aggregation error effects on the discrete-space p-median model and introduced source D error in addition to the A, B, and C errors. This new error appears when a BSU is also a potential facility location. An earlier review on the issue of aggregation errors for the p-median problem was provided by Erkut and Bozkaya [5] . Data surrogation error in p-median models was studied by Hodgson [12] . This error occurs when an inappropriate variable is Hansen et al. [9] developed a primal-dual VNS metaheuristic for solving large pmedian datasets directly without recourse to any type of sampling. The authors used a Reduced VNS to get good initial solutions which are then used in their VNS with decomposition which is aimed to tackle large problems. Qi and Shen [17] studied the worst-case analysis of demand point aggregation for the Euclidean p-median problem 
Solution Approach
In this section, we propose an adaptive search method to solve the large scale pmedian problems tested in the literature [1] . The method uses a clustering procedure to aggregate n BSUs (Basic Spatial Units) into m ASUs (Aggregated Spatial Units), where m << n. This is a multistage approach where in each stage (called batch) a number of aggregated sub-problems of m ASUs each is solved using a fast local search which we M VN" T together as potential sites. This augmented p-median problem is then solved with VNS using still the aggregated problem. All the obtained solutions are re-evaluated for the original problem (i.e. all demand points) by incorporating an efficient reduction scheme.
The best solution is then fed into the next stage. The process is repeated for future stages while adding the location of previously chosen facilities as potential sites. Once the process is stabilised (no improvement), a local search using the original problem is then carried out. An illustration of our methodology is presented in Fig. 1 . The main steps of this method are given in Fig. 2 but more details are presented in the subsequent subsections. These include the mini VNS, the full VNS, the reduction scheme, and the local search. We refer to this method as the Hybrid Multistage Heuristic (HMH). 
Determining the initial parameters (Step 1 of Fig. 2)
Firstly, we need to determine the number of batches (B). We assume that learning fed into the next batches. However, note that at some point, learning may not be very effective as the quality of solution may not necessarily get considerably better any more.
Secondly, we also need to choose the number of ASUs (m). The quality of the solution is affected by m. The higher the value of m is, the higher is the chance in getting a better solution. However, a higher value increases the computing time and requires a larger computer memory.
Step 1. Set the number of batches (B), the number of ASUs (m), and the number of samples for each batch (T). Set L b = Ø, b = ( B), where L b denotes a list of distinct facilities obtained in batch b. Set S = Ø, where S is a list of promising facility locations.
Step 2. Construct Cells covering all demand points based on m.
Step 3. For each batch, say b = ( B).
Step 3a For each sample, say t = ( T) (i). Aggregate BSUs into m ASUs including the already found |S| facility locations, construct m clusters, and calculate the distance
be the cost and store the obtained facility
. All duplicate locations are obviously discarded when using 
Step 3b Construct |L b | clusters around the facilities in L b , and calculate the distance
be the cost and b F  the obtained facility locations.
Step 3c Add the promising facilities location into S. If
Step 4. Starting from the obtained solution, solve the original p-median problem using a new local search (n, p) to be explained later.
Finally, the number of samples (T) per batch also influences the quality of the solution. If T is high, the opportunity to get a good solution may increase as well due to diversification but at the expense of a longer computing time.
The construction of the cells (Step 2 of Fig. 2)
In this section, we describe a procedure to construct cells which will cover all demand points. We call this the Basic Cell Approach (BCA). The information of these cells will be used for determining m ASUs. The BCA is adopted from Salhi and Gamal [18] . The aim of constructing these cells is to overcome the weakness of the random process in dealing with clustered demand points. Here, we enhance their method in the following three ways. Firstly, BCA constructs c L x c W square cells that cover the entire study area and records the cumulative probability distribution of the number of demand points in the cells. In [18] , Substituting (9) into (8) leads to (7) . 
 Record the number of demand points in each cell, (say cell z) as N z and determine its corresponding probability distribution, say P z = N z / n, (c L .c W ).
 Generate randomly   (0,1) and choose
The location of the ASUs and the aggregation of the demand points (Step 3a(i) of Fig. 2)
This section will explain how the m ASUs are determined and the way the distance
, is calculated. The following steps summarise this mechanism.
 Store all the elements of S in C . Note that in the first batch, |S| = 0.
 Repeat until there are m points in C .
(a) Choose a random number between 0 and 1, and then determine the corresponding cell z based on the cumulative probability distribution. Note that cell z is not the cell that has a point in S as its member.  Calculate the approximate distance between all the ASUs using
with j denoting the facility representing the j th ASU acting as a potential site and k refers to the k th ASU (k, j= m). To reduce the computing time, we use such approximate distance measure instead of the real distance as proposed by Current and Schilling [3] .
The allocation of demand points
We propose an efficient procedure to allocate all demand points (n points) to the nearest points in C (m points). The following two steps constitute our fast procedure:
(a) An efficient recording of the Euclidian distance
The way to calculate the Euclidian distance is based on Zoubi and Rawi [20] where they developed an efficient way for computing silhouette coefficients when
can also be rewritten as However, there is a small fixed cost to compute the i  which is negligible especially when a large number of calls to the distance matrix is needed.
(b) An efficient allocation of points to ASU
Firstly, we need to find the nearest ASU from the k th ASU. Instead of searching for all points, we limit our search to a smaller subset only. We define the covering radius as
. We allocate all demand points in C to the nearest ASU in C using the following rule. If
then the demand point i is allocated to ASU k, otherwise the point i will be assigned to its nearest ASU using the classical allocation method. This reduction scheme will avoid the need for checking all the remaining ASUs. This rule also guarantees that a wrong allocation of the demand points is not possible. ASUs. This is because those BSUs are within the covering area of ASU 1
An Illustrative Example
). On the other hand, BSU 6, 7, 11, 12, 18, 19 , and 20 need the checking of all ASUs as these BSUs are outside the covering area of all ASUs. It means that those BSUs are allocated to their nearest ASU by the classical allocation method. In other words, we avoided checking 13 out of the 20 BSUs when assigning them to their nearest ASUs (i.e. a 65% time reduction).
Fig. 3 Illustration of our efficient allocation method

A Small Experiment
We conducted a small experiment to test the performance of our allocation algorithm. In this experiment, m clusters are built by allocating n demand points to the nearest ASU location (there are m ASUs). The BIRCH instances, varying in size from n = 25,000 to 89,600, are used. The details of these instances will be given in the Computational Study section. The results show that our allocation algorithm is much faster than the traditional one, requiring around 40% (with at most 50%) of the original time. The summary results are given in Table 2 . Bold refers to the solution with the highest deviation value. These show that our algorithm is more than twice faster than the traditional one with an average of 111.8%. This saving in computing time is made significant as our method is an iterative-based approach which avoids to re-compute already computed parts of the distance function namely the i  ,
. The % deviation is defined as: The covering 
Solving the aggregated problem by the Mini VNS (Step 3a(ii) of Fig. 2)
We solve the aggregated p-median problem with the following local search which we M VN" m, p H locations from n points to m points. In this step, we do not use the full VNS procedure to solve the aggregated problem as there is no guarantee that the solution with a good objective function in the aggregated problem will also provide a good objective function value in the disaggregated (original) problem. Moreover, finding the best solution with a full VNS in the aggregated problem for all samples t T b B
be too time consuming. In this study, we adopted a mini VNS made up of one neighbourhood only. This could obviously be considered as a perturbation enhanced by a local search. The full VNS will be presented later as it will be used in Step 3b of Fig. 2 .
In the Mini VNS, our local search is based on the fast interchange heuristic proposed by Whitaker [19] . We adapted the algorithm to reduce the computing time further at the expense of a small loss in quality. Here, when finding the best demand point to be inserted and to replace facility j, we just look for the demand point served by facility j. In other words, we restrict the search to the allocated demand points to j only. Moreover, when calculating the saving from this swapping process, we just include the demand points served by the neighbouring facilities which we consider to be the facilities from facility j. In this case, we use p, 10} which was found empirically using a small sample. In other words, we opt for such a neighbourhood reduction as we assume that it is not necessarily worthwhile to swap facility j with a demand point which is far from facility j. The procedure to find the best demand point to be swapped with facility j is given in Fig. 4 F B C
Fig. 4 T F B C
The Mini VNS algorithm is given in Fig. 5 . The shaking is performed by swapping a randomly chosen facility (say facility j) with a demand point served by facility j which is F B C In this mini VNS, for the first batch, p points from C (m demand points) are chosen randomly as the initial solution, but for the second batch and onward, we use the best solution from the previous batches. The open facilities ( t F  ) are obtained from the t th sample problem, where ) ,..., , ( Procedure FindBestCustomer (IndexFout, x now  c all , a 1 , a 2 , loss, BestIndex, BestFins 
IndexFout in x now (do not include facility IndexFout) and store those facilities in x near .  Determine the demand points in c all served by x near and store them into c near .
Determine the customers served by facility IndexFout, and then store them into c facj .  Find the customer in c near to be swapped by using the following procedure.
For each demand point i in c facj do the following:
Set w = 0 and g = 0 (loss due to the swapping process; negative value = saving) For each demand point z in c facj do the following: We calculate the distance between each point in L b using Current and Schilling [3] .
The corresponding p-median problem is solved by VNS (|L b |, p) introduced by Hansen and Mladenovic [10] . We can afford to use a full VNS here as, in total, we will be
Step 1 Initialization (a) For the first batch, p points from C are chosen randomly as the initial solution.
For the second batch and onward, we use the best solution from the previous batches. The initial solution is set as x best . (b) Calculate the objective function f best using the aggregated data and find arrays a 1 (the nearest facility in x best from each demand point in C ) and a 2 (the second nearest facility) by allocating all demand points in C to the nearest facility in x best . (c) Set x now = x best , a 1now = a 1 , a 2now = a 2 , f now = f best p, 10}.
Step 2 Shaking (a) Randomly remove a facility from x now  facility x now [IndexFout] (b) Set loss = a big positive number (current best loss; negative value = saving) (c) Find a facility to be inserted (BestFins) by using the procedure F B stCustomer (IndexFout, x now C , a 1now , a 2now , loss, BestIndex, BestFins which is described in Fig. 4 . (d) Set x now [IndexFout] = BestFins (e) Calculate the objective function f now and find arrays a 1now (the nearest facility in x now from each demand point) and a 2now (the second nearest facility) by allocating all demand points in C to the nearest facility in x now .
Step 3 Local Search Do the following steps until Imp=false (i.e. No Improvement) (a) Set Imp = false and loss = big number (b) For j=1 to p, remove facility j from x now (facility x now [j]) and find facility to be inserted (BestFins . In this study, we use k max = p.
In Hansen and Mladenovic [10] , the set of neighbourhood structures (N k ), k k max is induced by swapping k times a randomly chosen facility with the one in the current solution obtained by the move procedure of the interchange heuristic introduced by Whitaker [19] . In local search, the interchange heuristic was applied. Note that, in [10] , they used a best improvement strategy instead of a first improvement as suggested in [19] .
Local Search for the original problem (Step 4 of Fig. 2)
This step acts as an additional post optimisation to solve the disaggregated problem (original problem) starting from the best solution found in the previous batches. This local search is similar to the one in Step 3a(ii) of HMH, except that we do not construct the distance matrix for all demand points, but those points used in the F B C I amount of memory capacity. The procedure of our local search for the disaggregated problem is given in Fig. 6 . Initialization  Take the best solution from the previous batches as the initial solution, and store it as x best .  Calculate the objective function f best and find arrays a 1 (the nearest facility in x best from each demand point) and a 2 (the second nearest facility) by allocating all demand points (C) to the nearest facility in x best .  Set x now = x best , a 1now = a 1 , a 2now = a 2 , f now = f best p, 10} .
Local Search
Apply the local search of Step 3 in Fig. 4 , but using C (original demand points) instead of C (aggregated demand points).
Computational Study
A computational study to assess our solution method was conducted. The project developed to solve the problems is written in C++ .Net 2010. The specification of the computer used to execute all problems is a PC Intel Core i5 CPU 650@ Tables 3 and 4 respectively. For completeness, we also report the solution with and without Step 4 of Fig. 2 .
Case 1: BIRCH instances
The performance of our method is compared with the one of AH short for Avella et al. [1] and the VNSH short for the VNS of Hansen et al. [9] . The computational results of both AH and VNSH methods are taken from [1] . and Nf 2 denote the number of Mflops in Machines 1 and 2 respectively. The software used to record the values of Nf 1 and Nf 2 can be downloaded from http://www.roylongbottom.org.uk. As we could not obtain precisely the number of Mflops of the computer used by Avella et al. [1] , we provide an approximation based on a slightly slower but similar computer available to us namely a PC Intel Core 2Duo 2.6GHz, 4 GB of RAM. Table 3 shows the computational results for our method (HMH) on the BIRCH instances. The first three columns refer to the problem name, the number of demand points, and the number of medians. The next three blocks of 4 columns each refer to the objective function value (Z), the CPU time in seconds and the deviation (in %). The latter measure is defined as:
, where Z c and Z b correspond to the Z value for the corresponding method and the best Z value respectively.
Method
refers to VNSH, AH, HMH, and HMH -(i.e. HMH without the post optimisation, Step 4 of Fig. 2) . B T demonstrate that HMH provides better solutions compared to AH on all these instances.
HMH and VNSH produce similar objective function values on the BIRCH instances of type 1, but HMH yields a slightly better deviation (0.0113%). The proposed approach also produces 22 out of 24 new best solutions in these BIRCH instances. Note that our heuristic still outperforms the others even without the post optimisation step (Step 4 of Table 3 also shows that HMH is a rather fast hybrid multi-stage heuristic. Based on Dongarra's approach, the computer used to execute our method is more or less 25% faster than the one used by Avella et al. [1] . Based on the transformed computing time (T 2 in Table 3 ), our method is found to be more than twice as fast as the one by Avella et. al. [1] while generating relatively better results. Table 4 shows the computational results for the HMH method on the TSP instances.
Case 2: TSP instances
Each instance is solved with p varying from 25 to 100 with an increment of 25, totalling 16 instances. When p is large, the problem becomes more complex and hence HMH needs more time to solve the problem. There is even a more serious handicap when p is very large and gets closer to the number of ASU (m). Further research is needed to find the best ratio between m and p. Conducting the local search on the original problem also improves the objective function value by a tiny fraction of 0.0971% on average at the expense of a massive average extra computing time (37.29%). However, this extra step seems to produce better solutions on all the 16 instances which can be used for further benchmarking if necessary. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an approach to solve the largest p-median problems from the literature based on data aggregation and the use of an efficient implementation of VNS. This is a multi-stage hybrid approach that uses sampling based on aggregation, a fast procedure to find good solutions, a powerful VNS used on the promising facilities, and a learning process that feeds information from one stage to another. The computational results show that our approach performs considerably well as it produces relatively very good solutions, finds a large number of best solutions (22 out of 24), and runs quite fast.
The proposed approach was tested on the BIRCH instances (n = 25,000 to 89,600) and compared to the ones by Avella et al. [1] and Hansen et al. [9] . The results show that our method gives better solutions compared to the ones by Avella et al. [1] and relatively similar to the ones by Hansen et al. [9] . In addition, we also assess our method on several new large TSP instances (n = 16,862 to 71,009) that were not tested before.
Each instance is solved with p varying from 25 to 100 with an increment of 25 with encouraging results. These can be used for benchmarking purposes in the future.
The proposed methodology of aggregation and optimisation can be extended to include, in certain steps, more powerful VNS implementations and exact methods based on reduced formulation whenever found possible. This study could be adapted to explore other related location problems such as large multisource Weber problems and also large p-center problems both in the continuous and in the discrete spaces.
